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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

CONVENTION MOMENTUM
Someone pinch me! Here it is two months
after a great kickoff to this year at our 70th
annual convention and I still can’t quite
believe that this small-town guy has the
honor of serving you as president of the
National Auto Auction Association. Thank you
for this amazing opportunity. I look forward
to working with President-elect Laura Taylor
and Vice President Julie Picard, as well as all
our members, to advance our industry.
For me, teamwork is key in accomplishing
any goal and in achieving greatness. And
it was obvious to anyone attending our
convention in November that NAAA has
a championship team, from its executive
leadership and staff to those who volunteer
on our many committees, and our
meeting partner since 2016, the National
Remarketing Conference. Everyone
worked together to produce one of the best
conventions I’ve ever attended.
Thanks to the efforts of ADESA, Manheim,
ServNet and the Independents, the Gala was
a fantastic event, flawlessly managed by
Master of Ceremonies Warren Clauss. The
champagne toast to our 70th anniversary
sponsored by AutoIMS was special (and I
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must raise a glass in best wishes to NAAA’s
good friend Mike Broe, who is retiring from
his leadership of that company). It was
heartwarming to hear from a healthier Dave
Angelicchio, as he presented one of the
evening’s two well-deserved Hall of Fame
honors that went to Bob McConkey and Tom
Cross, and inspiring to listen to the story of
our Distinguished Service Medal recipient
Frank Deltoro, whose quick thinking and
rapid response saved a life during a tragic
incident at Southern Auto Auction last year.
But, as a proud father myself, I have
to say that Gregg Maidment’s two little
daughters lit up the stage and stole the show
giving their acceptance speech for ADESA
Winnipeg’s win as the Auto Auction of the
Year for Excellence in Community Service!
Congratulations to all.
Our opening luncheon offered more than a
delicious steak dinner by the Westin Kierland
Resort. Keynote speaker Alan Mulally shared
some valuable insights into strategic and
operational leadership that he learned from
his years as top executive at Boeing and Ford.
After recognizing Jim DesRochers as Pioneer
the Year and Muray Kent as Auctioneer

CHAD BAILEY
NAAA PRESIDENT

of the Year, it was time to auction off the
vintage 1936 pedal car signed by Mulally to
benefit NAAA’s Disaster Relief Fund. Guest
auctioneer Bob McConkey graciously turned
over the gavel to veteran Kent. Our gratitude
goes to State Line’s Jeff Barber for his
winning bid of $35,000.
Also, I must recognize the Southern
Chapter for generously donating $10,000
to the new Disaster Relief Fund on behalf
of their auction members who’ve been
victims of several recent natural disasters
and appreciate the help their employees
have received from NAAA. In addition, the
Southern Chapter must be congratulated for
being our 2018 PAC Cup Challenge winner.
Other examples of people coming together
to make the convention a success include
Auction Insurance Agency and Experian
Automotive Autocheck hosting the largest
attended executive dinner in the convention’s
history; the Independent Auction Group
getting off to a good start with their new
meeting format; and an outstanding after
party that was fun for everyone.
As I said, the convention was a solid kickoff
and I’m excited to carry the ball forward
as we head into NAAA’s seventh decade of
promoting and protecting the interests of
our industry. Looking ahead, we’ll continue
our ongoing commitment to safer auctions
as we hold another Safety Summit in Dallas
next month. Then it’s on to CAR in March. Of
course, we’re just getting started on fulfilling
the initiative of my predecessor to address
the technician shortage.
Honestly, I can’t wait to get on the road and
visit as many auctions as I can to meet our
members, listen to what you have to say and
hopefully motivate everyone to join in our
efforts. My game plan focuses on three things
— to get the independents more involved in
both the association and the industry; to build
our NAAA brand because I really want more
people in the entire remarketing community
to understand what the association does and
stands for; and to increase participation,
and that includes vendors, consignors and
others as well as auctions because I believe
this is the greatest industry in the world to
be in, so why not take part as a team player?
With the dream team of NAAA members,
and the momentum from the energy and
excitement generated by the convention,
I’m confident we can achieve those goals
— and much more — to make 2019 a
championship season!
WWW.NAAA.COM

ARBITRATION CORNER

Win-Win Negotiating Tips
INTERESTS VS. POSITIONS!

Ambrose Bierce says, “Speak when
you are angry and you will make the best
speech you will ever regret!” So true, we
are all human and it is incredibly difficult to
remove emotions from negotiations.
Avoid aggression as best as you can. Try
to separate the people from the problem. Try
to gain a perspective from the other side. By
identifying what interests are motivating the
other party, and sharing your own interests,
you can open up opportunities to explore
tradeoffs across issues and increase your
odds of getting to yes.

Someone once said, “We never have the
time to do it right but always have time to do
it over.”
We all strive for quality at the source
hopefully. The term “rework” is considered
in lean methodology circles as a form of
waste. Ever need to revisit a transaction’s
operational commitments due to one or
more parties wanting a review after they
agreed to the original terms?
It happens often. Here are some helpful
moves you can make to mitigate and/or
work to improve the situation.
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BY MATT ARIAS
AMERICA’S AUTO AUCTION, INC.

“master of the plan B.” Always have multiple
proposals and know what the costs of
impasse or failure would be.

WHO IS INVOLVED? SHOULD THEY BE?

An Indonesian proverb about conflict states,
“Different fields, different grasshoppers;
different seas, different fish.” Who needs
IS THIS ISSUE WORTH THE RELATIONSHIP?
to be part of the negotiation? Do you or the
Sorry in advance as the song will (like it
other side(s) have necessary decision-making
did me) stick in your head but “You’ve got to
autonomy to move forward with sustaining
know when to hold ‘em, know when to fold
or improving the negotiation? Do you need an
‘em, know, when to walk away, know when to objective third party to mediate? All questions
run,” as Kenny Rogers sang.
you should ask before starting to negotiate.
Current value/ future value is part of
Remember that in negotiation, it is common
the calculation here. Do your cost benefit
to forget that the other parties’ emotions,
analysis to objectively (keep those emotions
perspectives and backgrounds contribute to
in check) see if the view is truly worth the
how they negotiate. Avoid the common cycle
climb with the other parties. Weigh out
of action and reaction by using these tips and
different proposals. In the NAAA Arbitration
you will hopefully explore mutually beneficial
class, we convey the importance of being the outcomes.

WWW.NAAA.COM

LEGAL BRIEFS

To Be or Not To Be,
That is the Question Employee or Independent
Contractor?
In April 2018, the California Supreme
Court issued an opinion concerning the
test that California businesses should
use, at least in a wage order context, to
classify workers as either employees
or independent contractors, Dynamex
Operations W. v. Superior Court, 4 Cal.
5th 903, 416 P.3d 1 (2018) (“Dynamex”).
While this significant opinion changes the
way many businesses must evaluate how
they classify workers in California, it’s not
binding on the rest of the country, and is out
of step with the predominant view.
But the opinion is noteworthy because it
could lead other states (starving to raise tax
reserve as is California) to stretch to achieve
an outcome similar to that in Dynamex.
Most concerning for auto auctions and
auctioneers is that the new ABC test,
discussed more fully below, has the effect
of forcing both auctions and auctioneers
into an employment relationship that is
not economically or practically feasible for
either party.
Prior to the Dynamex decision —
concerning matters involving minimum
wage, maximum hours, and a limited
number of basic working conditions, as well
as for other purposes — California followed
a multi-factor analysis well-articulated in a
seminal California Supreme Court decision,
S.G. Borello & Sons, Inc. v. Department of
Industrial Relations, 48 Cal. 3d 341, 769 P.2d
399, 256 Cal.Rptr. 543 (1989) (“Borello”).
Without delving into the details of the
Borello case, and other similar multi-factor
tests, suffice it to say that until April 2018
California state courts and hiring entities
generally considered a non-exhaustive list
of factors called the “modified common
law” test in order to account for the many
nuances in each individual hiring action.
In California, under the Borello “modified
common law” test, these many factors were
applied without any mechanical application
and without any particular weight or
significance given to one factor over another
(although the “controls the details” factor
has arguably been the primary factor and all
other factors were secondary. See Dynamex,
416 P.3d at 15-16, 4 Cal. 5th at 928-930.)
Additionally, and importantly, there was
not a presumption that a worker was an
employee. Most state and federal courts use
some version of a multi-factor test.
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THE ABC TEST

For purposes of the wage order matter
at issue in the Dynamex case, and perhaps
for other purposes (still to be determined),
the Court established the following test,
referred to as the “ABC” test (emphasis
added):
“In sum, we conclude that unless
the hiring entity establishes (A) that
the worker is free from the control
and direction of the hiring entity in
connection with the performance of
the work, both under the contract for
the performance of the work and in
fact, (B) that the worker performs work
that is outside the usual course of the
hiring entity’s business, and (C) that
the worker is customarily engaged in
an independently established trade,
occupation, or business, the worker
should be considered an employee and
the hiring business an employer under
the suffer or permit to work standard
in wage orders. The hiring entity’s
failure to prove any one of these three
prerequisites will be sufficient in itself to
establish that the worker is an included
employee, rather than an excluded
independent contractor, for purposes of
the wage order.”

ABC TEST INTERSECTION WITH THE AUTO
AUCTION INDUSTRY
For the auto remarketing industry
in general, and auction houses in
particular, the Dynamex decision
implications warrant stopping to take a
look at the unique auction-auctioneer
dynamic and evaluating how your
jurisdiction handles this matter. While
classification decisions are typically
made on a case-by-case basis, there are
some overarching commonalities that
apply in the auctioneer context that may
(or may not) be as useful under an ABC
test analysis:
• If, and the extent to which, the auction
controls and directs the auctioneer’s
work performance according to the
auctioneer’s contract (Part A); and
•D
 oes the auction require the
auctioneer to wear a uniform or
certain apparel?
•C
 an the auctioneer choose the time
and duration of labor?

BY THOMAS E. LYNCH, III AND JEREMY S. SCHOLTES
NAAA GENERAL COUNSEL, MILES & STOCKBRIDGE P.C.

• Does the auctioneer bring his own
supplies for performing his labor?
• Can the auctioneer work for other
auctions?
• Who controls the actual process of
auctioning the automobiles?
• If, and the extent to which, the
auction actually controls and directs
the auctioneer’s work performance at
the auction house and when working
remotely (Part A); and
• Same questions as, above, but
concerning actual practice at the
auction.
• The diversity of goods and services
offered by the auction (Part B); and
• What other services and goods does
the auction provide other than the
auctioneer standing on the auction
block on auction day?
• If the auctioneer is customarily
engaged in an independently
established trade, occupation, or
business (Part C).
• Is the auctioneer a sole proprietor,
single member limited liability
company, or single shareholder
corporation?
• Is the auctioneer offering her
services for a limited duration to the
auction?
• Does the auctioneer hold out his
services to the public as available
for hire?
• Does the auctioneer conduct his
own auctions?
For the auction industry, this test
is problematic. Unfortunately, while
it appears that, at least in part, the
Dynamex Court was attempting to create
more consistency in the classification
assessment process across all industries,
the Court may have adopted a test that is
entirely too simplified and rigid.
For starters, since the formalized
establishment of the industry over
70 years ago, with few exceptions,
auctioneers have been independent
contractors. Now, with the Court’s
presumption that all workers are
employees unless and until the hiring
entity (employer) can prove a threepart conjunctive test to overcome the
presumption, the very nature of the
auction-auctioneer relationship and
auction economic model is altered.
…continued on page 9
WWW.NAAA.COM

…continued from page 8
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unique skill set, training, and experience
typically is only required for the one
major “sale day” per week. In the end, are
these facts sufficient to prove Part B and/
or Part C of the ABC test? Again, those are
questions without answers right now.
In our view, the auctioneer is akin to
the highly skilled, independent, free agent
plumber or electrician brought in to do a
unique job for a limited period of time. As
such, he is an independent contractor.

NAAA HAS TRAVELED THIS PATH BEFORE
AND IS HERE TO HELP
Interestingly, in representing its
many auction members, the NAAA has
been called upon several times through
the years to help courts and agencies
understand the very unique auctionauctioneer dynamic. In fact, in 2011, the
NAAA was called upon to submit an amicus
curieae brief in support of a member auction
with a case pending before the California
Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board
(the “Board”). With a keen understanding
of the facts, using a multi-factor analysis,
and for many of the reasons just outlined in
this article, that Board concluded that the
auctioneer was an independent contractor.
The Board got it right.
As is readily apparent, the burden for
auctions in California now, and potentially
elsewhere in the near future, is very real.
The Dynamex ABC approach so radically
alters the classification analysis with
its employee presumption and overly
rigid three-part test, that the economic
and operational ripple effects for many
auctions and auctioneers could be
impactful. Auction members in all 50
states and the District of Columbia should
seek advice from their local legal counsel
as to how current and evolving state
legislation and case law addresses this
classification issue. While certainly the
classification tests vary in some respects
from state to state, most states had
(and many still have) well-established
multi-factor tests with some level of
subjective decision-making that accounts
for the very real nuances that exist.
As the Dynamex decision and the ABC
test is digested by legislatures, courts,
agencies, auctions, and workers across
the country, your required classification
analysis may be modified with very
little notice. As the consequences for
misclassification can be significant, the
entire auto remarketing industry should
remain alert for changes and advise the
NAAA if assistance is required.

“

Interestingly,
in representing
its many auction
members, the
NAAA has been
called upon
several times
through the years
to help courts
and agencies
understand the
very unique
auctionauctioneer
dynamic.

“

Next, turning to the ABC portion of the
test, the auction is then forced to prove
why the auctioneers are not employees.
Regardless of the answer to Part A and
Part C, based on the now less-nuanced
assessment of facts within both of those
parts, auctions will have to prove that any
particular auctioneer’s work is outside
the usual course of the hiring entity’s (the
auction’s) business. As you might imagine,
an outsider who doesn’t have knowledge
of the auction process could assess that an
auction cannot satisfy Part B of the ABC
test if that outsider views the auctioneer
as such a central component of the usual
course of business that the auctioneer is
indistinguishable from the auction itself.
Importantly, this rigid ABC test, unlike
other multi-factors tests, appears to reject
a nuanced analysis of the facts, which
analysis is both useful and necessary in
the auction-auctioneer context. As many
readers of this article are well aware,
an auctioneer is a professional who is
trained, not by the individual auction,
but through schooling and experience.
Further, every auctioneer has different
talents from other auctioneers. While
some are best suited to “call for bids” on
exotic vehicles, others are better suited to
call for bids on farm machinery, boats, or
recreational vehicles.
Regardless of the method of training,
auctioneers are schooled to become
independent professionals capable of
maintaining complete control of the
auction sale. While the wholesale motor
vehicle auction is involved with the presale activities — such as condition reports
and marketing of the auction — and the
post-sale activities — including payments,
title transfers and financing — the
auctioneer’s role is limited to the sale itself.
Indeed, the auctioneer exerts complete
control over the sale by calling for bidders
from the lane and assuring that interested
buyers are acknowledged in the bidding.
At the point the auctioneer begins calling
for bids, the wholesale motor vehicle
auction business steps aside and the
auctioneer, as the skilled and licensed
professional, is in complete control. So, is
this sufficient to prove Part A of the ABC
test? That is a question without an answer
right now.
Further, auctioneers are typically
paid a flat fee per auction for only one
“sale day” (or part of a day) per week at
a given auction, and then the auctioneer
will often perform auctioning services
for multiple other entities the rest of the
week. Although auctions are a full time
business, and throughout the week a
multitude of other workers intake autos,
prepare them for sale, conduct certain
diligence on the autos, and otherwise
conduct all of the logistics related to
the overall process, the auctioneer’s

Disclaimer: This is for general information and
is not intended to be and should not be taken
as legal advice for any particular matter. It is not
intended to and does not create any attorney-client
relationship. The opinions expressed and any legal
positions asserted in the article are those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the opinions
or positions of Miles & Stockbridge, its other
lawyers or the National Auto Auction Association.
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ASSOCIATION NEWS

ADESA Winnipeg Named NAAA Auto Auction of the Year
CANADIAN AUCTION BROUGHT TOGETHER 25,000 PEOPLE TO RAISE $5.2 MILLION FOR LOCAL CHARITIES
ADESA Winnipeg Auto Auction has been
named the National Auto Auction Association’s
2018 “Auto Auction of the Year for Excellence
in Community Service.” The Manitoba,
Canada, business received the top honor for
its involvement in more than 55 charitable
activities bringing together 25,000 people to
raise $5.2 million in donations.
Presented during the association’s 70th
annual convention last November at the
Kierland Resort in Scottsdale, Arizona, the
award includes a $20,000 check payable to a
charity of the auction’s choice and a large crystal
loving cup. Also the auction will be featured on
the cover of “On The Block” magazine and in the
NAAA 2019 Membership Directory.
ADESA Winnipeg had previously won a
$5,000 check for charity as one of four regional
finalists chosen earlier to receive the 2018
NAAA Chapter Auction of the Year Award,
which recognizes outstanding public service of
the Eastern, Midwest, Southern, and Western
chapters. The auction has been a finalist each
year since NAAA established the annual awards
in 2016.
The other three chapter auction finalists
competing for the title were Midwest’s ADESA
Indianapolis, Southern’s Manheim Darlington
and Western’s Kansas City Independent
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Auto Auction. Each received a trophy at
the convention and had been awarded
$5,000 payable to a charity of the auction’s
choice along with being featured in NAAA
publications.
“It’s evident community service ranks highly
in ADESA Winnipeg’s core values as this is its
third consecutive year to be selected for this
honor,” said Eastern Chapter President Steven
DeLuca. “Congratulations to their team and
community. Their passion to give back to those
in need is inspirational.”
Determined to leave an even bigger
philanthropic footprint on their community
than last year, the auction staff embarked on a
non-stop succession of fundraising events and
volunteer activities, from celebrity races and
golf tournaments to fashion shows, galas and
live auctions.
A live auction ADESA Winnipeg hosted
for 1,000 people collected $625,000 for The
Dream Factory, a local organization dedicated
to fulfilling the dreams of children with lifethreatening illnesses. And when the auction
learned of a 29-year-old single mother of two
faced with terminal cancer, the staff raised
more than $10,000 in one week and eventually
$32,413 to help provide for her children’s future.
Some of the many other causes the auction

supports include Variety: The Children’s
Charity, CancerCare Manitoba, the Health
Sciences Centre Foundation, and the
Alzheimer’s Society.
To assist the auction team’s passion for
public service, ADESA Winnipeg provides each
employee with eight hours paid leave annually
so they can give back to causes they are
personally connected with — which amounts to
almost 2,000 volunteer hours each year.
WWW.NAAA.COM

ASSOCIATION NEWS

Tom Cross Inducted Into NAAA
Hall of Fame
Tom Cross has become the newest
member of the National Auto Auction
Association Hall of Fame. The Hearst
Corporation executive vice president,
who oversees the media conglomerate’s
transportation portfolio, was inducted at
NAAA’s 70th annual convention in Scottsdale,
Arizona, this month.
The honor recognizes a 33-year career
dedicated to the automotive profession,
to which Cross has always given his time,
energy and other resources to improve the
industry as an innovator in transportation
media that includes the past decade as
president of Black Book.
Past NAAA President Mike Browning made
the presentation during the presidential gala
at the convention.
Membership in the Hall of Fame,
established in 1968, recognizes individuals
whose long-term service to the auto
auction industry and NAAA has contributed
improvements to remarketing as a whole, has
worked with the trade organization to benefit
its members and has consistently followed
the high standards of the association’s Code
of Ethics. NAAA represents more than
340 auction members and 100 associate
members in North America.
NAAA previously honored Cross by
naming him a Warren Young Fellow in
2013. That same year he was inducted

into the National Independent Automobile
Dealers Association’s Ring of Honor for his
many contributions to the industry and his
professional accomplishments.
Cross, as executive vice president and
deputy group head, Transportation, is
responsible for Hearst’s business media
group that delivers more than 8 billion
vehicle valuations annually used by dealers
and financial institutions throughout the
U.S. and Canada for their transactions. The
transportation portfolio includes Black
Book, Canadian Black Book and MOTOR
Information Systems, an automotive data
supplier.
He also serves on the board of directors
of CAMP Systems International, a Hearst
company that is the leading independent
provider of aviation management products
and services.
Prior to promotion to his current position
in 2016, Cross held various leadership roles
across Hearst’s transportation businesses for
almost two decades. In 2000, he accepted an
executive post with MOTOR, where his duties
involved the management of data licensing
and operations. Just three years later, Cross
was named senior vice president and general
manager of Black Book, Hearst’s publisher
of vehicle appraisal guides. By 2007 he had
become president of the Black Book group, a
title he still retains.

Cross has been instrumental in leading
the successful transformation of Black Book
from printed publications to electronic
media. Under his direction, Black Book has
pioneered such advancements as daily
valuation updates, mobile and web data
solutions, as well as a host of services that
help auto lenders, remarketers, dealers and
specialty market customers. His vision for
numerous innovative products focusing
on data licensing, subscription services,
software as a service, and data as a service
offering has earned the company an industrywide reputation for timely, accurate and
independent vehicle pricing information
across several markets.
A graduate of Wittenberg University,
Cross earned an MBA from the University
of Chicago’s Booth School of Business. He
began his career in the automotive profession
with Ford Motor Company, where he spent
15 years in various management positions
gaining hands-on dealer field experience in
both domestic and international markets,
sales, and customer service.
Today Cross lives near Atlanta with his
wife and two daughters.

NAAA HONORS JIM DESROCHERS AS INDUSTRY PIONEER
The National Auto Auction Association has
named auto auction veteran Jim DesRochers
a pioneer of the industry for his achievements
and contributions of many “firsts” to the
remarketing profession. Tim West, vice
president and North American auction director
for Black Book, presented the honor during
the association’s 70th annual convention at the
Kierland Resort in Scottsdale, Arizona.
The Industry Pioneer Award, given to those
who have worked in the wholesale motor vehicle
industry, recognizes individuals who have
innovated or enhanced methods of improving
services to remarketers through NAAA member
auctions; have championed NAAA member
auctions as providing services for motor vehicle
remarketers unavailable from any other source;
and have consistently followed the standards of
the NAAA Code of Ethics.
During his 30 years in the wholesale
vehicle remarketing industry that began
with Manheim, DesRochers oversaw such
innovations as the first handheld check-in
system tested with Bob Bruno at Manheim
Phoenix in 1988, the first auction to create a
MAFS Gold room at Manheim San Francisco
and the first to flip lane flow from exterior to
interior viewing at Manheim’s CADE with a 13WWW.NAAA.COM

lane, six-to-eight unit interior viewing auction
with updraft systems.
Later, some other advancements introduced
under his leadership as vice president of
Dealers Auto Auction of the Southwest in
Phoenix, Arizona, include the first auction to
use digital bidder badges, the first to establish
CarFax transparent transactions, the first
to develop a Mexico-Ready program, the
first auction with an in-lane-internet-driven
concierge lounge and mobile-tablet-driven
operational flow from check-in to sale.
In addition to his many contributions to the
industry, DesRochers served as NAAA president
from 2004 to 2005 and was honored by the
association as a Warren Young, Sr., Fellow.
“Jim was one of the most innovative
presidents that I’ve had the opportunity to
serve in my fifteen years at NAAA,” says NAAA
Chief Executive Officer Frank Hackett. “He
challenged the industry with his creative
thinking and was always one of the first to
point to ways to improve the long-established
practices of the auto auction business.”
DesRochers worked 20 years as a general
manager for Manheim auctions in Fresno, Los
Angeles and San Francisco and then another
decade of independent auction management as

vice president of Dealers Auto Auction of the
Southwest in Phoenix, Arizona. After retiring in
2018 he launched Auction Consulting Services.
Prior to joining Manheim, DesRochers began
his career in the automotive world with Avis
RAC, spending 15 years with the car rental firm
in operations, heading the state of Maine and
the operations in the District of Columbia and
Baltimore, followed by Chicago. Now retired,
DesRochers lives with his wife of 47 years,
Kriss, in Pinetop, Arizona.
JANUARY 2019 | NAAA ON THE BLOCK |
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ASSOCIATION NEWS

Muray Kent Receives NAAA
Auctioneer of the Year Award
Muray Kent received the National Auto
Auction Association (NAAA) Bernie Hart
Memorial Auctioneer Award for 2018. Warren
Clauss, outgoing president of the association,
which represents more than 340 auto auction
members in North America, presented the
award at its 70th annual convention this
month in Scottsdale, Arizona.
Named in honor of Bernie Hart, who
served as NAAA’s executive director for more
than 30 years before retiring in 1988, the
annual award recognizes the industry’s most
visible person.
Kent has been seen on the block at
numerous auto auctions for five decades.
He began calling bids as a teenager at
livestock auctions around his western New
York home, then following high school the
young man traveled to Decatur, Illinois,
where he attended The Superior School of
Auctioneering and graduated in July 1976.
The next year, while continuing to work
at livestock markets, household and farm

auctions, Kent was introduced to the world of
auto auctions at Expressway Auto Auction in
Dansville, New York — and he met Marianne
Crittenden, who would become his wife.
He also worked at Waterloo Auto Auction
in Waterloo, New York, and sold heavy
equipment in his home state and neighboring
Pennsylvania for the Dick Crittenden Auction
Company.
After marriage and starting a family,
Kent partnered with his father and brother,
purchasing a livestock market in April
1984. Victor Kent & Sons, Inc., of Sherman,
New York, sold cattle every Tuesday and
Thursday, plus a monthly horse and tack
auction. By 1987, Kent had three growing
boys of his own to provide for, so when
ADESA Buffalo opened in September 1992,
he went to work there on Tuesdays while
remaining a partner in the family business.
On Wednesdays he auctioneered at Manheim
Butler Auto Auction in Cranberry Township,
Pennsylvania, but eventually went to work for

Muray Kent, Auctioneer of the Year and Warren Clauss, NAAA President

another ADESA auction in Syracuse.
Today, Expressway and Waterloo (now
Rochester-Syracuse) auto auctions as well
as both ADESA auctions, still employ Kent’s
talent on the block, along with State Line Auto
Auction in Waverly, New York.
Kent was named the “Auctioneer of
the Year” for 2008 by the New York State
Auctioneers Association, and in December
2017 he had the honor of auctioning the last
Oldsmobile ever made, an Alero GLS, which
sold for $42,000 at State Line.
Although moving his family to Florida
in 2002 because of his sons’ equestrian
competitions, Kent has kept his auctioneer
jobs in New York and Pennsylvania, flying
north on Mondays for the weekly round of
his auction circuit then returning Friday
nights to spend the weekend at home with
Marianne, Levi, Marcus, and Nicholas.

A Real Life Lifesaver

NAAA HONORS SOUTHERN AUTO AUCTION’S DIRECTOR OF SECURITY FRANK DELTORO FOR HIS LIFE-SAVING ACTION
Wednesday, Aug. 1, 2018, began as a typical
sale day at Southern Auto Auction with the
usual bustle of people gathered in anticipation
of a good deal. For Frank Deltoro, the security
director for the auction in East Windsor,
Connecticut, the date was significant — it
was his late mother’s birthday and he was
thinking of her as he started his workday.
Then all thoughts but the present moment
vanished from Deltoro’s mind with the
unthinkable sight unfolding before him. And
it was the 49-year-old security director’s
swift, instinctive, first response that earned
him the National Auto Auction Association’s
Distinguished Service Medal.
A Buick sedan, whose driver had suffered
a massive heart attack, suddenly accelerated
across the auction lanes. The out-of-control
car crashed into two customers, careened off a
safety barrier, struck a vehicle exiting another
auction lane and finally came to rest in a tree
line at the rear edge of the parking lot.
Deltoro raced to the chaotic scene,
arriving at the car just 10 seconds after
it came to a stop, according to security
camera footage. Finding the male driver
unconscious, not breathing and without
a pulse, Deltoro pulled him out of the
vehicle and began administering CPR. He
turned over that task to a local police officer
hired to work the auction that day, who
had joined him less than a minute later,
and ran to get the auction’s automated
external defibrillator (AED). Deltoro used
the portable electronic device to deliver
three shocks to the man’s chest, preventing
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cardiac arrest until the ambulance arrived.
A LifeStar helicopter had been called
for the patient but upon examination, the
paramedic cancelled the request. Due to
Deltoro’s actions, the driver is expected to
make a full recovery.
“Frank Deltoro’s unhesitating, rapid
response and cool-headed emergency care in
the midst of an appalling event truly merits
recognition, and it is our privilege to do so
by awarding him our highest honor,” NAAA
President Warren Clauss said as he presented
the beribboned medal during a ceremony at
the association’s 70th annual convention last
November. “He was instrumental in ensuring
a positive outcome from this terrible accident
and serves as an exceptional example of
the humanitarian spirit this decoration was
created to encourage.”
Created in 2017, the prestigious award
is to be bestowed upon a person employed
by a member of the National Auto Auction
Association for a conspicuous act of
heroism in circumstances of extreme
danger, without regard of risk to oneself, to
save the lives of others.
“I am deeply honored to receive this
medal,” Deltoro said in his acceptance speech.
“I know in my heart my dear mother was with
me that day.”
In addition to the award, the association
provided Deltoro with complimentary travel
and accommodations to its convention at
the Westin Kierland Resort in Scottsdale,
Arizona, as its special guest.
“Frank is a highly valued manager at our

(L to R): Warren Clauss, NAAA President; Frank Deltoro, Distinguished
Service Medal Recipient, Garrison Hudkins, Southern Auto Auction Vice
President-Operations, and Frank Hackett, NAAA Chief Executive Officer

auction,” stated Larry Tribble, president
and owner of Southern Auto Auction.
“He’s an excellent multi-tasker and leader
in operations as well as obviously an
outstanding first responder and proficient
AED operator who can coolly handle difficult
situations. We’re all very proud to have
Frank on our team.”
Tribble added that following Deltoro’s
example, the auction staff flawlessly
executed the emergency plan, working
seamlessly with all law enforcement,
medical and fire department personnel
to ensure that the others injured in the
accident received immediate treatment that
resulted in no loss of life.
Starting at Southern Auto Auction as a
security guard in 1988, Deltoro learned the
medical emergency techniques through the
auction’s onsite training programs. He has
put his first aid skills to good use on a variety
of injuries and has saved three lives during
his 30-year career at the auction.
WWW.NAAA.COM
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Bob McConkey Inducted Into NAAA
Hall of Fame
Bob McConkey has become the newest
member of the National Auto Auction
Association Hall of Fame. The president
and chief executive officer of the McConkey
Auction Group and Auction Edge board
chairman was inducted at NAAA’s 70th
annual convention in Scottsdale, Arizona,
this month. Past association president and
2017 Hall of Fame inductee Dave Angelicchio
made the presentation.
McConkey, who grew up in the wholesale
auto auction business, received the honor
for his leadership roles in the industry as
ServNet’s chairman of the board, Western
Auto Auction Association president and
on NAAA’s board of directors as well as
several committees. Following in his father’s
footsteps to serve as NAAA president in 2009,
his championing of strategic partnerships
and industry wide standards resulting in
the co-sponsor of Conference of Automotive
Remarketing (CAR), and the establishment of a
universal Electronic Condition Report, national
Arbitration Policy, and Wholesale Certification
Program.
Membership in the Hall of Fame, established
in 1968, recognizes individuals whose longterm service to the auto auction industry
and NAAA has contributed improvements to
remarketing as a whole, has worked with the
trade organization to benefit its members and
has consistently followed the high standards of
the association’s Code of Ethics.
Today McConkey oversees auto auctions
in Spokane, Kansas City and Seattle with
combined auction sales of more than 100,000
units annually, and leads the executive team in
the development of relevant future strategies.
Regularly calling bids on the block, McConkey
is considered to be one of the finest auctioneers
of autos in the West.

It was at South Seattle Auto Auction,
co-founded in 1954 by his father Robert
McConkey, Sr., that the young McConkey
began his remarketing career. He learned
how to drive at age nine and spent his
summer vacations doing everything around
the lot until heading off to Washington State
University.
Shortly after beginning his freshman
year in the fall of 1980, McConkey’s father
and older brother needed him to leave the
university and return home to help run the
auction, which had fallen on hard times
during the recession. Five years later the
family sold the now revitalized business
to General Electric Capital — the first auto
auction acquired by that firm. GE retained
McConkey, relocating the 25-year-old and his
newlywed wife, Sandy, to Los Angeles where
he was to be the general manager of Southern
California Auto Auction, another recent GE
acquisition from the Brasher family.
Three years later, under McConkey’s
management SCAA had doubled its size,
becoming the world’s largest volume auto
auto auction, selling 108,000 units in 1988.
Yet not everything the young GM did proved
a success, such as continuing his family’s
tradition of the Fall Classic Moose Sale, where
after the hunt the moose is barbecued and
shared by the dealers in the lanes. McConkey
learned LA was a little different than his
native Seattle when the dealers began fighting
over the tasty grilled game and riot police had
to be called in to restore order.
In 1992 McConkey along with his friend
Greg Mahugh, his former middle school math
tutor and work colleague at South Seattle
Auto Auction, moved their families north and
founded Dealers Auto Auction of Spokane.
Within four years the struggling

(L to R): Dave Angelicchio, NAAA Past President; Bob McConkey, NAAA
Hall of Fame Recipient, and Warren Clauss, NAAA President

five-acre, two-lane auction in eastern
Washington State had grown tremendously
and relocated to a newly constructed facility.
Its grand opening celebration included a
concert featuring the legendary Jerry Lee
Lewis and launched an annual affair that has
become the auction’s signature “Rock & Roll
Sale” promotion with big name musicians
headlining the now two-day event.
Expanding from five lanes to eight and adding
wholesale detail, mechanical, auto body and
paint shops on site, the auction was rebranded
as DAA Northwest to more accurately represent
its extended geographic market. Motorsports
and RV sales were later included.
McConkey continued to develop and
innovate, utilizing digital sales of every
consigned unit online, with photos, to
increase his customer base, pioneering the
post-sale inspection process and being one
of the first auctions to provide condition
reports. In 2006 DAA Northwest formed a
strategic partnership with Idaho Auto Auction
and Brasher’s auto auctions that gave birth to
what is now Auction Edge, a leading provider
of auction management systems and online
marketplaces for independent auctions.
In 2008 McConkey became a co-owner
of Kansas City Independent Auto Auction
and El Paso Independent Auto Auction in
2011 (which was sold in 2016). Then in 2013
together with Mahugh he started DAA Seattle.
These auctions now comprise The McConkey
Group along with its flagship auction DAA
Northwest, which today occupies 90 acres
and averages weekly sales of 1,700 units.

Southern Chapter Wins 2018 PAC Cup Challenge

Southern Chapter raises over $10K leading to the win of the 2018 PAC Cup Challenge

WWW.NAAA.COM
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Transparency, Trust
and Teamwork

FORMER TOP FORD EXECUTIVE ALAN MULALLY SHARED HIS SUCCESSFUL
PRINCIPLES, PRACTICES AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AS KEYNOTE SPEAKER
AT NAAA’S 70TH ANNUAL CONVENTION
Developing a new commercial
airliner involves 4 million parts,
700,000 people and a tight schedule. A
car requires fewer parts — an average
of 30,000 to 40,000 total — and a
slightly smaller team. But regardless of
the numbers, everyone involved in the
project must be included in each step
for it to succeed, advises Alan Mulally.
The man who has successfully led
both transportation titans Boeing and
Ford believes it’s important to create
an environment of transparency, trust
and teamwork to achieve the goal
of “PGA” — profitable growth for all.
“Don’t manage a secret; everyone must
know the plan, the status and the areas
that need special attention,” he says.
Mulally shared his stimulating and
inspirational insights on strategic and
operational leadership as the keynote
speaker with a packed opening
luncheon audience at the National
Auto Auction Association’s 70th
annual convention last November.
Held in partnership with the National
Remarketing Conference, attendees
gathered at the Westin Kierland Resort
in Scottsdale, Arizona, for several days
of informative meetings, educational
programs and networking events.
Following his presentation Mulally,
the president and chief executive
officer of The Ford Motor Company
from 2006 to 2014, was joined on stage
for a moderated question and answer
session by BSC America Chairman
and CEO Ray Nichols, KAR Auction
Services CEO and Chairman of the
Board Jim Hallett, and Cox Automotive
President Sandy Schwartz.
“In the Q and A you can ask me
anything, like what it’s like testifying
against your bankrupt competitors,” he
quipped, referring to the fact that under
his management, Ford was the only
major American car manufacturer that
did not ask the federal government for
a bailout during the Great Recession.
Mulally led Ford’s turnaround from
a company on the brink of bankruptcy
back to one of the world’s leading
automakers. He guided the Ford team
in working together on a compelling
vision, comprehensive strategy and
relentless implementation of the
One Ford plan to produce profitable
growth for all of the multinational
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corporation’s stakeholders.
Those methods became part of
Mulally’s Principles, Practices and
Management Systems. He explained
that other elements include putting
people first, setting clear performance
goals, encouraging trust, and sharing
everything with the team — the good
and the bad.
“Everybody needs to know and
understand the risk, then agree on
a strategy or propose a plan with a
positive find-a-way attitude,” he notes.

Everyone on the
team needs to respect,
listen and help each
other. Emotional
resilience is important.
You must trust the
process. And remember
to have fun, enjoy the
journey and working
with each other.
Prior to joining Ford, Mulally
began his professional career with
Boeing in 1969 right out of college,
having earned Bachelor and Master
of Science degrees in aeronautical
and astronautical engineering from
the University of Kansas. He later
received his master’s in management
from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology as a 1982 Alfred P.
Sloan fellow and continued to rise
up the ranks, becoming executive
vice president of The Boeing
Company, president and CEO of
Boeing Commercial Airplanes and
president of Boeing Information,
Space and Defense Systems. For his
achievements there Aviation Week
named him its “Person of the Year” in
2006.
When asked what he has learned
during his career that is the one
thing a leader can do to effect change,
Mulally answered, “Have zero
tolerance for missing meetings and
violating the process! As a leader you
must be there for the team.”
WWW.NAAA.COM
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Manheim
San Antonio Gets
New Mechanic shop
To deliver a better way for clients to do
business and meet their growing needs,
Manheim recently invested $1.8 million in
a new 11,000 square-foot mechanic shop
for Manheim San Antonio. The facility is
designed to offer enhanced service to dealers,
commercial consignors and vehicle mobility
providers in the evolving automotive sector.
“This new facility strengthens our ability to
deliver outstanding reconditioning services
and end-to-end solutions to our clients,” says
Mike Browning, general manager, Manheim
San Antonio. “With a larger operation,
advanced equipment and skilled mechanics,
we can repair more wholesale and retail
vehicles and meet marketplace needs.”
Opened in November, the Manheim San
Antonio mechanic shop now supports a staff
of 26, including 22 mechanics who can work
even more efficiently thanks to 14 lifts and two
drive-up alignment racks, separate tire work
shop with balancers, tire machines and a brake
lathe; large parts room plus work areas for
team member training.
“Manheim continues to invest in facilities,
equipment and training as we focus on the
services most needed by our clients — today
and tomorrow — including those in the
mobility and fleet sectors,” notes Nick Boris,
regional vice president, Manheim.
This is just one of Manheim’s many recent
facility investments. Others include:
• Completion of its $400 million auction and
process transformation;
• $7 million for facility enhancements at
Manheim Phoenix, including a new 26-

Manheim San Antonio hosts a ribbon cutting for their new mechanic shop

acre lot that can handle about 4,000 more
vehicles and expansion of a nearby road to
ease inbound and outbound traffic;
•$
 6 million in sustainability and security
enhancements for Manheim Texas Hobby;
and,
•$
 2.7 million move to enhance, combine
offices in Phoenix for Ready Logistics and
Central Dispatch.
“Strong support from leadership coupled
with our amazing team members enabled

Manheim San Antonio to be named among the
Auto Remarketing Best Auto Auctions to Work
For in 2018,” adds Browning.
In addition, Manheim San Antonio team
members volunteer for the American GI Forum
National Veterans Outreach Program, which
addresses housing, employment and training
needs of homeless, disabled and elderly
veterans. Over the last four years, they also
donated their time and thousands of pounds of
food to the San Antonio Food Bank.

Five New and Expanded GM Roles Announced at Manheim
Building on its efforts to promote
talent with proven skills and execute on
its business objectives, Manheim has
announced five general manager selections
for new and expanded roles at its operating
locations nationwide.
Dana Lowenthal has been promoted
to general manager of Manheim Central
Florida. Her career with the Cox family
of companies began in 2008 at Cox
Newspapers before transitioning to the
technology and digital space at Manheim.
She then held roles of increasing
responsibility before becoming assistant
general manager of Manheim Palm Beach
in 2015. She was the auction manager
at Manheim Central Florida before her
promotion to general manager last summer.
Lowenthal is a stalwart of Manheim’s
leadership team as a co-founder of the
Women with Drive employee resource group
at Cox Automotive.
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Maxine Mane has been promoted
to general manager of Manheim New
England. She joined Manheim in 2012 as the
promotions manager for several operating
locations in Florida before being elevated
to dealer services manager for Manheim
Palm Beach in 2014. Most recently, she
served as assistant general manager for
Manheim Dallas, overseeing the front office,
arbitration, call center, client experience,
and marketing and promotions teams and
was instrumental in increasing dealer sales
last year.
Tom Rastelli has been promoted to general
manager of Manheim Portland. He joined
Manheim in 2014 as a field sales manager in
the Northeast and has shown a passion for
developing others, leading teams, and driving
results. Previously, as assistant general
manager for Manheim Phoenix, Rastelli was
instrumental in growing dealer volume year
over year and surpassing vehicle volume

benchmarks in 2018.
Additionally, Manheim has expanded
the roles of two general managers with
proven leadership skills. Mike Cesta,
general manager of Manheim Chicago, has
assumed the additional responsibility of
general management for Manheim Arena,
also in Illinois. Cesta joined Manheim in
1998. Emily Decker, general manager of
Manheim Indianapolis, will take on general
management for Manheim Cincinnati in
2019 upon the retirement of current GM,
Anita Jamison. Decker joined Manheim in
1997.
“The deep roster of talent we have in
the field was essential to us being able to
quickly fill these general manager roles from
within,” explains Patrick Brennan, senior
vice president, Marketplace for Manheim.
“I am proud of our tremendous team and
excited about how these leaders will serve
our clients.”
WWW.NAAA.COM
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Columbus Fair Auto Auction Launches
IAS AuctionMaster
Columbus Fair Auto Auction (CFAA)
launched last month AuctionMaster V3, a
technology developed by Integrated Auction
Solutions (IAS). The new web-based auction
management system includes comprehensive
features to perform all auction functions.
“Our corporate mission has always been to
move the auction progressively forward into
the future,” says CFAA Chief Executive Officer
Alexis Jacobs. “By upgrading our management
system, we’ve taken a big step toward
streamlining all departments and expenses,
positioning our auction to better serve our
online and in-lane buyers and sellers. We also
plan to leverage AuctionMaster’s integrations
with auto manufacturers and lenders, which
we believe will expand our business.”
In the works for several years, the new
system replaces A/S 400, which the auction has
been using for more than two decades.
“The IAS team is excited about providing
CFAA with this new technology and we

WWW.NAAA.COM

look forward to empowering the rest of
the independent auction community with
AuctionMaster as well as our Marketplace
solution,” notes IAS President John Lilly. “We’re
confident we can supply CFAA and other
independent auctions with the tools they need
to effectively compete in a quickly evolving
digital marketplace.”
The web-based system will make it easier
for all departments — from accounting to sales
— to work simultaneously, ensuring greater
efficiency and success at the auction. CFAA
already utilizes IAS Marketplace, an online
platform through which users can buy and sell
vehicles.
“AuctionMaster will allow us as a company,
in every aspect, to operate more effectively,”
explains Greg Levi, Columbus Fair’s president
and chief operating officer. “With this advanced
and customizable technology, we can better
serve our buyers and sellers, whether they’re in
our lanes or online.”

Manheim
Invests in
Multi-Year
Safety
Initiative,
‘Actively
Care Today’
To reinforce its ongoing
commitment to protect the safety
of its team members and clients at
auction sites and across its operations,
Manheim has introduced the “Actively
Care Today” (ACT) initiative. The
company will invest nearly $13 million
over the next three years in this safety
program, enhancing best practices,
training and resources to protect its
most valuable resource — its clients
and staff.
“Safety is and has always been a
core value at Cox Automotive and
Manheim,” notes Patrick Brennan,
senior vice president, Marketplace for
Manheim. “ACT is a bold initiative that
drives us to reevaluate our processes,
focus on practical applications and
empower all team members to help
maintain a safe workplace.”
Backed by full leadership support
and complementing existing safety
protocols, ACT:
• Empowers Manheim’s 18,000
team members to create a
lasting culture of safety. It allows
everyone to take an active role
in their own safety, and those
around them, by addressing safety
concerns or conditions on the
spot;
• Adds new safety positions and
adopts “best in class” software to
augment safety management;
• Requires all full-and part-time
team members to complete
training that supplements
the National Auto Auction
Association’s (NAAA) Safe T. Sam
program by year’s end;
• Leverages Lean Daily Management
(LDM) practices to enhance safety
measurement and integrates 5S,
a workplace organization 5-step
process, to strengthen safety habits;
• Incorporates a benchmarking
study and safety perception
surveys.
“Safety is everyone’s responsibility,
and aggressively protecting our people
— team members, clients, vendors
and guests — is always the right thing
to do,” Brennan added.
JANUARY 2019 | NAAA ON THE BLOCK |
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“Rustic
Sign Night”
at ADESA
Winnipeg for
United Way
ADESA Winnipeg hosted
a “rustic sign night” with
employees, friends and
family. That event and other
fundraising activities during
the month resulted in $25,000
for United Way Winnipeg,
which helps kids and families
in the community.

ADESA Colorado Springs hosts Mechanic Certification Class Tours to students from local Community College of Pueblo.

Mechanic
Certification
Class Tours
ADESA Colorado
Springs
18
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ADESA Colorado Springs recently hosted
about 35 students from the Community College
of Pueblo who are on a path to becoming certified
mechanics. The class took a tour of the facility to
learn about how an auto auction operates.
Sean Murphy, mechanical services supervisor
at the auction, walked the students through every
department to meet the managers and employees.
They received an explanation of the role of each
department and what the employees do every day.
“The students were very interested in how the
auction works,” recalls Murphy, “and they asked
a lot of questions about the processes in place
and why we do some of the things we do that are

auction-specific. The tour went very well and gave
the students insight into the auction.”
ADESA Colorado Springs hosted the tour to
help develop a relationship between the auction
and the community college, which could lead
to placing graduates of the certified-mechanics
program in the auction’s shop in the future.
Steve Swanson, general manager at ADESA
Colorado Springs, emphasized the potential value
of connecting with the college. “Finding qualified
mechanics is always a challenge for an auction.
Hopefully, expanding our search into trade
schools and community colleges will help us in
the future.”
WWW.NAAA.COM
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ADESA Canada’s Winning Bid Pie Smash Benefits Toy Drive

Auction of Jaguar
Revs Up ADESA
Fundraising for
Cancer Research

ADESA Canada’s King Street office held a “Pie a Manager” event, bidding for the right to smash
cherry pie into the faces of Chief Operating Officer Trevor Henderson and Chief Information
Officer Rick Griskie. The $1,560 raised benefited the Toronto Fire Fighters Toy Drive.

Rick Griskie (Center), ADESA Chief Information Officer and benefit fundraisers helpers

Charity Golf Tournament for Covenant House in Toronto
Winning bidder Max Elentukh (right) of Mercedes-Benz of Natick poses
with his check, along with Joe Rodi (left) of JPMorgan Chase.

For two months, a group of ADESA
auctions participated in a fundraising
campaign for the T.J. Martell Foundation,
which supports and funds cancer research.
The campaign was a partnership between
ADESA and Chase.
The campaign capped off with a charity
auction at ADESA Boston. A 2015 Jaguar XF
Sport White 4.5 AG, with only 41,640 miles
on the odometer, was auctioned off. Max
Elentukh with Mercedes Benz of Natick,
Massachusetts placed the winning bid of
$26,500.
Local fundraising efforts at multiple
ADESA auctions during the campaign raised
another $20,000 for the foundation.

ADESA Canada and TradeRev sponsored and participated in Downtown Automotive Group’s
Drive for Covenant House charity golf tournament. The event raised more than $50,000 for
homeless youth in Toronto.

(L to R): Ken Diab, Downtown Auto Group; Steve Langdon, ADESA Executive Director, Dealer Sales; Don Churchill, TradeRev National Director,
Business Development; John Christianson, TradeRev Sales Director-Central Region; Chris Stickley, ADESA Senior Director, Dealer Sales and Marketing

Wishes Come True
Thanks to ADESA
Birmingham
ADESA Birmingham held its 4th annual
Make-A-Wish charity auction, partnering
with Make-A-Wish Alabama to grant the
wish of 13-year-old Parker, who has cerebral
palsy and seizure disorders. He asked for a
golf cart for his family to use on their farm
and surrounding neighborhoods.
With the assistance of a local golf cart
company, a 15-foot, customized, wheelchair- ADESA Birmingham, Make-A-Wish Alabama and a local golf cart company present Parker and his family with a customized, wheelchair-accessible golf cart.
accessible golf cart was presented to
Parker and his family at the charity auction,
In addition to T-shirts sales and collecting jersey (from the University of Alabama
along with a customized Make-A-Wish
donations from dealers, ADESA Birmingham quarterback), went for $5,400. Several of
guitar created by ADESA Birmingham Lot
held a special benefit auction during the sale the items, including one of the cars, were
purchased and re-auctioned more than once
Supervisor Christopher Schroeder.
to raise money. They auctioned off two cars,
at the winning bidder’s request.
The auction’s goal was to raise $20,000,
Yeti coolers, corn hole games, University of
“It was truly a special day for the Make-Aaccording to General Sales Manager Trey
Alabama and Auburn University pictures and
Wish family and for the ADESA Birmingham
Cleckler, and they exceeded that target,
memorabilia, and various other items. The
employees,” says Cleckler.
raising $21,500 for Make-A-Wish Alabama.
most popular item, a signed Tua Tagovailoa
WWW.NAAA.COM
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Pedal Car Delivers
$35,000 in
Emergency Relief
The vintage 1936 pedal car, signed by
former Ford Motor Company President and
CEO Alan Mulally, sold at a charity auction
during the NAAA’s 70th annual convention
brought a winning bid of $35,000 from
Jeff Barber, president and owner of State
Line Auto Auction. Sponsored by Black
Book, the auction benefited the new NAAA
Disaster Relief Fund, established to provide
immediate assistance for member auctions
and their employees left victims of natural
disaster. The event’s charity auctioneer Bob
McConkey graciously turned over the gavel
to NAAA’s 2018 Auctioneer of the Year Muray
Kent to make the call.

(L to R): Mike Browning, NAAA Past President; Bob McConkey, NAAA Past President; Emily Barker, State Line Auto Auction; Warren Clauss, NAAA
President; Jeff Barber, State Line Auto Auction; Beth Barber, State Line Auto Auction, and Muray Kent 2018 NAAA Auctioneer of the Year.

Ironman Challenge Raises Over $10K
from ADESA Edmonton
Emilson Monfero from ADESA Edmonton
completed an Ironman 70.3 (also known
as a Half Ironman), finishing all three
segments in 6 hours, 16 minutes. Coworkers
and dealers made donations in support,
helping to raise a total of $10,660. The money
was split between Stollery Children’s Hospital
Foundation, Jumpstart and the Edmonton
Humane Society.

Emilson Monfero (Center) with supporters, presents a check made out to Stollery Children’s Hospital Foundation

Help Provided to Suicide Center in South Dakota
ADESA Sioux Falls raised more than $5,000 to benefit Helpline Center, a
suicide prevention and crisis support agency that serves South Dakota.

ADESA Kansas City Raises $40K for
Children’s Mercy Hospital
ADESA Kansas City raised about $40,000
for Children’s Mercy Hospital at its second
Cars-n-Kids charity auction.

ADESA Sioux Falls auction group presents SD Helpline Center with a check for $5,010.
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Louisiana’s 1st Choice Auto Auction Hits a Hole in One for
Three Charities
For the ninth year in a row, Louisiana’s 1st Choice Auto
Auction partnered with customers and vendors to host another
successful charity golf tournament — but with a new twist. The
auction changed the venue of the long-time tournament to Oak
Knoll Country Club in Hammond, Louisiana, to involve the local
community because for the first time all three beneficiaries of the
tournament were based in Hammond.
Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center of Hammond, Options Inc., and
Child Advocacy Services were the recipients of the $24,000 raised by
the 52 golfers who enjoyed the perfect October weather to play a round
for a good cause.
“I’m thrilled at the overwhelming success of this year’s tournament,”
states auction owner John Poteet. “I’m ex-tremely grateful to all the
generous event sponsors and participants, especially First Tennessee
Bank, which has been our corporate sponsor for the past two golf
tournaments and they have increased their sponsorship for 2019.”
Child Advocacy Services’ Community Outreach Director Lauren
Reynolds says her organization was proud to be chosen as a
beneficiary of the auction’s annual charity outing. “The tournament
was a great success and we truly appreciated having the opportunity
to share our work and mission — to give voice, healing, and security to
chil-dren — with the many people that were in attendance,” she notes.
“Thank you to the Louisiana’s 1st Choice Auto Auction family for the

Charity Golf Tournament hosted by Louisiana’s 1st Choice Auto Auction with customers and vendors
raised $24K to benefit Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center.

generosity and support we’ve been shown over the years.”
Louisiana’s 1st Choice has also been committed over the years to
supporting Options Inc.’s mission of “helping people with disabilities live
and work in the community” and the Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center’s
efforts to ease the burden of treatment for patients in the local area.
Auction Marketing Coordinator Rachael Younger says, “Our goal is to
help our community thrive in every way possible.” Since opening, the
auction has raised and donated almost $640,000 to various charitable
organizations. Louisiana’s 1st Choice Auto Auction has served the
dealers of the Gulf Coast and surrounding areas since 2002.

Greater Milwaukee Auto Auction Supports Neighborhood Youth Programs
Youth programs in the Granville neighborhood of Milwaukee received a welcome boost of funding thanks to the Granville Business
Improvement District (BID) and its 4th Annual Car, Truck & Bike Spectacular, sponsored by Greater Milwaukee Auto Auction. The $10,000
raised went directly to the Goodrich Elementary School and Woodland Youth programs that link area kids with local businesses to build
strong relationships and involve neighborhood youth in positive activities.
Held on a bright September Sunday in the Granville neighborhood, the event attracted more
than 2,000 car enthusiasts. Entries numbered 400-plus vehicles and motorcycles, with many
participants coming from outside the area. Local residents joined in the active scene enjoying
great food, music, sparkling cars, hotrods, customs, classics, pickups, and motorcycles.
Joe and Amanda Martin from the TV show “Iron Resurrection” were on hand to meet with
participants and sign autographs. They joined in the fun by choosing their favorite vehicle, a 1955
Chevrolet Apache and presented the proud owner with the “Reach For The Stars” trophy.
Mary Hoehne, executive director of Granville BID was excited to see the youth involvement and
the many participants drawn to the neighborhood by this event, noting that it’s one of the most
multi-culturally diverse summer events in the Milwaukee area. She credits Greater Milwaukee
Auto Auction with having a big hand in the event’s success, adding, “I love Greater Milwaukee
Auto Auction. Without them, there’d be no car show.” She appreciated both the sponsorship and
eager hands-on involvement by Kristie Letizia, GMAA president, and the auction staff.
“This event is just one example of how hard the Granville Business Improvement District is
working to grow our local community,” Letizia says. “We’re grateful for the participation by all the
car dealers; Hanson Brothers, Russ Darrow Dodge, Quick Motors Heiser Automotive Group for hosting this year’s car show. The automotive
industry as a whole donates so much to the local economy. We, at Greater Milwaukee Auto Auction are just blessed to be a part of it.”

IARA Hosts Charity Golf Outing to Honor Kenny Osborn
A memorial golf outing at the International Automotive Remarketers Alliance
(IARA) Summer Roundtable raised money in memory of Ken Osborn, a
longtime ADESA executive and auction general manager who passed away in
January 2018.
Net proceeds of the event totaled $4,433, according to Tim Meta, IARA
president. The money will be donated to the Ken Osborn Auction Education
Scholarship. The National Auto Auction Association (NAAA) recognized the
longtime auction leader by naming a scholarship in his honor late last year.
Osborn retired in December 2017 as general manager of ADESA Dallas.
He and Richard Dupriest became partners in 1980 to form the Tri-State Auto
Auction and the Albuquerque Auto Auction. They later sold both operations to
ADT Automotive.
Osborn joined ADESA in 2000 as regional vice president of the western
United States and later served as executive vice president of ADESA’s western
region. He then returned to his native state to take the position of ADESA Dallas
general manager. He was a past president of NAAA, a 2013 NAAA Hall of Fame
inductee and an NAAA Warren Young Sr. Fellow.
WWW.NAAA.COM

Jeff York, general manager of ADESA Orlando (second from right), with his golfing partners
for the day.
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